
World renowned fashion illustrator Megan Hess along with award winning  
French interior & furniture designer Nadia Aber present 

LA CAPSULE ROYALE

An illustrious collaboration of design and illustration  
to create a distinguished furniture collection.

Interior design meets bespoke illustration for this unique furniture collaboration between award winning  
French interior and furniture designer, Nadia Aber and world renowned fashion illustrator, Megan Hess. 

As a stepping off point for the collaboration, Nadia designed an exclusive collection of chairs, inspired by 
her childhood growing up in Paris surrounded by timeless design. “I visualised a modern, classic furniture 

collection that can be placed anywhere in history, a work of art, a vision of the future in the present or 
better said the chairs exude elegance and sophistication“ Nadia explains.

Nadia then invited renowned fashion illustrator, Megan Hess, to design the illustrations that would be 
meticulously engraved into the perspex backing of each chair. Megan Hess has built an international brand 

working with some of the most prestigious fashion designers and luxury labels including Dior, Chanel, 
Prada, Louis Vuitton and Chopard.

“As soon as I met Nadia, I knew that I really wanted to collaborate with her as we both shared a love of 
everything French and we had such a similar passion for design,” says Megan. 

And so the La Capsule Royale collection was created which translates to The Regal Capsule… and regal 
it is! The collection features the excellence of Savoir Faire with sustainability and craftsmanship of each 

element. Each chair is handmade to the highest quality with the most luxurious finish. Megan’s illustrations 
of regal characters from a far away Kingdom adorn each chair creating the most lavish dining setting 

imaginable. “I loved the idea of guests at a dinner party choosing which character they wanted to  
sit at,” says Megan.

“It was so special to work on this collaboration together and I am so proud to see our visions come to life.  
We both share the same love for French style and it’s an absolute joy to see Megan’s amazing illustrations 

on the chairs” Nadia says of the collaboration. Both women’s mutual respect and admiration for the other’s 
art saw the collaboration come together seamlessly.

Megan was honoured by the opportunity to be given such an extraordinary blank canvass to showcase 
her art. The end result was far greater than her expectations and it was a moment of pure joy. “When I 

first saw the final chairs in the flesh, I was almost brought to tears. I have six of the chairs around my dining 
room table and I literally smile every single time I pass them,” says Megan, “I really hope the chairs add a 

beautiful design element to a room and they bring the owner endless joy.”

The collection can be created completely bespoke and designed to perfectly complement the home, office 
or business space. There are plans to add new characters to the capsule collection that cohesively merges 

the elements of modern and classic design. The collection is available exclusively from jadeplusamber.com.



MOODBOARD
Modern simplicity meets a baroque world from a hidden past
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